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In his discussion of Hellenistic erotic epigram, Marco Fantuzzi notes that philosophical 
discourse contemporaneous with epigram shows two divergent interpretations of eros. The Stoics 
equate its importance to friendship and spiritual love, while Epicurus, in an influential rebuke, 
considers it a perturbance to the higher capacities of the mind. Aristotle says eros is as necessary 
as eating and drinking, while the cynic Antisthenes considered eros to be a κακία φύσεως 
(“mistake of nature”). There were both philosophical attempts to “sav[e] eros” from being a 
source only of baseness and senselessness. Conversely, there were arguments to jettison it 
entirely, to consider it just a mental disruption.1 Fantuzzi goes on to describe how, in erotic 
epigram, this duality of eros (eros as both corrupter and spiritual necessity) is played with 
through the metonym of wine. Wine is both the bringer of excess and unrestrained passion, yet it 
is also the state in which “the symposiast reveals the truth on all subjects.”2 For the 
epigrammatists, wine and eros are purveyors of truth but also madness, of reason but also 
irrationality, of vision but also corruption. 
Roland Barthes, in A Lover’s Discourse, considers a similar dual nature of eros (without 
the comparison to wine): “Love opens his eyes wide, love produces clear-sightedness: ‘I have, 
about you, of you, absolute knowledge.’”3 And, “what the world takes for ‘objective,’ I regard as 
factitious; and what the world regards as madness, illusion, error, I take for truth.”4 Further, 
“though I listen to all the arguments which the most divergent systems employ to demystify, to 
limit, to erase, in short to depreciate love, I persist.”5 But finally, “excluded from logic (which 
supposes languages exterior to each other), I cannot claim to think properly.”6 Barthes sees eros 
                                                 
1 Fantuzzi. 339ff., Lasserre 171ff. 
2 Fantuzzi 340. 
3 Barthes. 229. 
4 Ibid. 229–230. 
5 Ibid. 22. 
6 Ibid. 58. 
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as the epigrammatists saw wine. He narrates for a lover who both feels that what he knows to be 
real is real, yet acknowledges the distance of his feelings from rationality. His lived experience 
of love overpowers the external objectivity of the world, but he is only able to comprehend the 
lover “in existence, not in essence.”7 And he eventually cannot claim to be in his right mind. 
Though he feels at first that he has access to a superior reality, this superior reality soon escapes 
him. The four quotations above show a journey from erotic faith into erotic despair. First, the 
lover believes he has attained absolute knowledge of the beloved, then he acknowledges the 
divergence of his understanding from that of the wider world, then he persists in his erotic 
longing despite how the outer world limits him, and finally, his erotic discourse is dead: he is 
“exiled from” what Barthes calls the “image-repertoire,”8 and is forced to come to terms with 
this trajectory. As Barthes writes, “Amorous passion is a delirium; but such delirium is not alien; 
everyone speaks of it, it is henceforth tamed. What is enigmatic is the loss of delirium: one 
returns to … what?”9 This thesis considers the way that the dual nature of eros is treated in 
Hellenistic erotic epigram, using five poems where this duality is prominent. I examine a few 
lovers from the genre of erotic epigram who are at some spot along this trajectory wherein the 
internal reasoning system of eros begins to conflict with the wider cosmos beyond. 
Central to my analysis is a distinction between what I refer to as stasis and flow. These 
two terms are abstracted categories of aesthetic meaning that the reader finds both in the content, 
such as in subject matter and narrative, and the form, such as in scansion and syntax, of these 
erotic epigrams. Stasis may be a wall, it may be civilized institutions and the prescriptions of 
                                                 
7 Ibid. 58. By this, he means that he comes to realize that his understanding of his eros is rooted in his 
own subjective view, not rooted in any essential comprehension. 
8 Ibid. 107. The image repertoire is the system of signs, symbols, and interpretations that are the pieces of 
a lover’s discourse. 
9 Ibid. 
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religious rite (AP 5.8.), and it may be the (seeming) permanence of erotic desire. Flow may be 
water that erodes a wall (AP 12.139), it may be uncontrolled change, slow deterioration with age 
(AP 12.33), or the suddenness of a lover’s rejection. And so, reason and λόγος we can place in 
the house of stasis, because of its inclination to imply a permanence to things. Feeling and πάθος 
are in the house of flow, with their capacity to distort the reasonable and dissolve the seemingly 
permanent. Time, in all its forms (especially the singular and potent iotas of time that join 
together to form lived experience), is on the side of flow. Custom—θέμις, that which is set down 
by the gods10—is in the house of stasis, with its narratives of what should and should not happen. 
Ought is stasis. Is is flow. 
In the poet’s manipulation of stasis and flow, metapoetic narratives arise, which can be 
analyzed. The poems that I have selected as a corpus—AP 5.8, 5.107, 12.43, 12.33, and 
5.10711—share a scenario in which a lover attempts to assert knowledge and understanding, and 
therefore control, over his or her emotions, the emotions of the beloved, and more broadly over 
the setting. This assertion of control comes in the form of appeals to reason, as each lover 
attempts to connect his or her understanding of the present situation to more universal ideas. Like 
Barthes’ lover, he believes himself privy to some superior knowledge. This is the act of creating 
what I call a stasis, because it is an attempt to root the beloved’s emotions, his own, and the 
world more generally in something permanent and unchanging. Secondly, I call it a stasis 
because it is the speaker taking a stand and (using stasis or στάσις in its martial sense) 
maintaining defense of a figurative unmoving position. 
This stasis is followed by its undoing, which comes as a loss of love, or another 
disruption of the erotic process. This disruption also changes the lover’s vision of the world as 
                                                 
10 Beekes 539. 
11 The poems are listed here in the order in which they are discussed. 
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presented in the stasis. I label this disruption an instance of flow, because it disrupts the static 
picture of the world described previously, and also because it is often accompanied by images of 
motion and natural growth. Often, though not always, the source of flow is accompanied by an 
image of water or a river.12 Barthes’ lover’s stasis turns to flow as he realizes he has not 
comprehended the “essence” of his beloved, and as he learns of his alienation from the erotic 
discourse he believed he had understood and conquered.13 
The dissolving of stasis into flow in all of these poems is accompanied by a temporal 
shift. In all poems except the last,14 the poem shifts from the past into the present. This change is 
generally done with a νῦν δέ, or a similar phrase.15 Thus I introduce two more terms that intersect 
with stasis and flow: “then” and “now.” In Eros the Bittersweet, in a chapter entitled “Now 
Then,” Anne Carson writes, 
[T]he lover perceives more sharply than anyone else the difference 
between the ‘now’ of his desire and all the other moments called 
‘then’ that line up before and after it. One of those moments called 
‘then’ contains his beloved.16 
 
She posits a dichotomy between “now” and “then” where the former aligns with the lover, and 
the latter with the beloved. The “now” is the moment in which the lover resides, as he addresses 
his beloved, separated from him by a gulf of time, and implicitly space as well. This gulf of time 
                                                 
12 As we will see, water carries off the vows in Meleager AP 5.8, the Ionian Sea renders the speaker 
speechless in Philodemus AP 5.107, the speaker of Callimachus AP 12.43 avoids the public fountain 
(which in turn relates to Theognis’ use of a fountain and a river, as well as Callimachus’ use of the 
Assyrian river in his Hymn to Apollo), and the wife escaping her husband is caught in the soaking rain in 
Philodemus AP 5.120. 
13 Barthes 58. 
14 The temporal complexities of the final poem, AP 5.120, we will consider later. 
15 AP 5.8, 107, and 12.33 contain a νῦν δέ, and AP 12.43 creates the same shift into the present time in a 
different way, which we will examine later. 
16 Carson 117. 
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may extend into either the past or future, since the “then” is “all the other moments … that line 
up before and after” the “now.” The gulf of time provides a plot for the erotic poem—the lover is 
in a predicament, yearning for a past that will not return, or a future that will never come. The 
poems’ speakers speak from the unfulfilled location of the “now,” and long for an unreachable 
“then” that would fulfill them. In these epigrams, as the understandings of the lovers begin to 
melt into a flow, the temporal shift into the present cloisters the beloved into the unreachable 
“then,” to which the lover longs to return or go. Barthes describes the lover’s predicament as 
follows: 
I am wedged between two tenses, that of the reference and that of 
the allocution: you have gone (which I lament), you are here (since 
I am addressing you). Whereupon I know what the present, that 
difficult tense, is: a pure portion of anxiety.17 
 
The present is the moment of waiting. It is a time defined by the beloved’s absence. The past and 
future (the “then”) enter the frame because the beloved’s absence implicitly begs for a time of his 
or her presence: the “now” begs for a “then.” The lover is “wedged between two tenses” because 
the existence of these two tenses is what initiates the state of erotic lament. Without a “then,” 
whether implied or explicit, to posit a time of erotic fulfillment, the erotic narrative lacks a 
trajectory. The past or future, the tense “of the reference,” is the “then” and the stasis, because it 
contains the lover, and the narrative of erotic completion to which the lover wishes to return. The 
present tense “of the allocution” is the “now,” and the flow, since the lover lives alone in it, 
addressing the absent beloved. These coinciding paradigms, of stasis dissolving into flow and 
then dissolving into now, illuminate the complex internal world of emotion that the erotic poets 
of the late Hellenistic period were articulating through their work. 
                                                 
17 Barthes 15. 
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I concentrate on two late-Hellenistic poets, Meleager and Philodemus, who are roughly 
contemporaries from the same city: Gadara, in the Seleucid empire. Both lived during the final 
decades of Seleucid rule. Meleager was likely older than Philodemus, because Philodemus was 
not among the poets included in Meleager’s anthology, ὁ Στέφανος (“The Garland”) which he 
published sometime between 96 and 94 BCE.18 I examine two epigrams by Philodemus and two 
by Meleager. In addition, I use a single epigram by Callimachus, whose work can be dated 
between about 272 and 247 BCE, and who was from Cyrene.19 I include him in this study, 
though he is earlier than the other two poets, to show that though stasis and flow as I describe 
them primarily belong in late Hellenistic epigrams, they do not originate there. They are part of a 
tradition that builds upon earlier poets, including Callimachus, and also Asclepiades, whom I use 
briefly for some comparisons as well.  
*** 
Meleager AP 5.8 is the poem where these dynamics of stasis, flow, then, and now, are 
depicted most explicitly and simply. The lover and beloved swear to be faithful to each other 
during a night of passion, but their oaths soon erode. This situation, described in the first two 
couplets, is the formation of a stasis, while the breaking of their vows, described in the third and 
final couplet, creates a flow that disrupts the stasis. 
Νὺξ ἱερὴ καὶ λύχνε, συνίστορας οὔτινας ἄλλους 
     ὅρκοις ἀλλ᾽ ὑμέας εἱλόμεθ᾽ ἀμφότεροι· 
χὠ μὲν ἐμὲ στέρξειν, κεῖνον δ᾽ ἐγὼ οὔποτε λείψειν 
     ὠμόσαμεν· κοινὴν δ᾽ εἴχετε μαρτυρίην. 
νῦν δ᾽ ὁ μὲν ὅρκιά φησιν ἐν ὕδατι κεῖνα φέρεσθαι, 
     λύχνε, σὺ δ᾽ ἐν κόλποις αὐτὸν ὁρᾷς ἑτέρων. 
                                                 
18 Pauly 19.2445. Gow xv ff., 591ff. AP 4.1–2. 
19 Pauly 8.887. Gow 151ff. 




Holy night and lamp, we both took no other witnesses to our oaths 
besides you: both him to love me, and I to never leave him, did we 
swear, and you [two] were [our] common witnesses. But now he 
says those oaths are carried away on water, O lamp, and you see 
him in the laps of others.20 
 
The epigram directly addresses two things, νύξ ἱερὴ and λύχνος, whom the speaker says were the 
only συνίστορες ὅρκοις. Bringing in the lamp, and at times addressing it directly, are common 
motifs in erotic epigrams.21 The lamp is often a metonym for the tryst, as in Philodemus AP 5.4, 
where the lamp is ἐλαιηρῆς ἐκμεθύσασα (“drunk with oil”) to match the sumptuousness and 
intoxication of the erotic encounter. The lamp’s extinguishing represents the loss of a love, as in 
Asclepiades AP 5.150, where the speaker tells his slaves, τὸν λύχνον, παῖδες, ἀποσβέσατε 
(“boys, put out the light”), after he learns that his lover has broken her vows and will not visit 
him. As Gutzwiller says, the lamp is one example of “how Meleager’s erotic poetry transforms 
the material objects of his lived world into objective correlatives, symbolic sympathizers for his 
feelings and experiences.”22 The lamp is contained within the holy night, the endless, dark 
beyond, in which eros grows.23 Night is the infinite field in which the lamp is a concentration of 
erotic energy. The lamp in AP 5.8, then, is the little nurtured fire of eros, that sparks between the 
lovers, and that must be cultivated and sustained. 
Συνίστωρ, on the other hand, is both a word of the criminal court (where it refers to 
someone besides the defendant with knowledge of the crime), and of religion (since it often 
                                                 
20 Translations are mine unless otherwise noted. 
21 See also AP 5.4, 7, 8, 150, 165, 166, 189, 191, 197, and 12.50. 
22 Gutzwiller (2015) 237. 
23 Barthes 171–2. 
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refers to gods).24 This personification of the night and lamp as συνίστορες is the speaker’s 
attempt to import these symbols of the mystical night-world of love into the ordered, 
comprehensible worlds of the law court and religious ritual.25 Ὅρκοις and ὠμόσαμεν26 are two 
more important words that straddle the worlds of law and rite, as swearing oaths is both a civic 
and a religious practice. Lastly, μαρτυρίην, at the end of the second couplet, makes more explicit 
a connection to the civic realm. These words, associated with order, justice, and the regularity of 
religious observance, show the speaker attempting to apply these concepts to the erotic world—
to see if the little lamp fire of eros holds up to logical comprehension. The lovers have enacted a 
contract, in a sense: each has sworn to the other. In the second couplet, we are nudged to 
consider reciprocity and sustainability in the erotic setting. It is as if the speaker himself is giving 
a legal testimony of events, emphasizing the fairness of their arrangement. Further, the testimony 
of the night and the lamp is shared, κοινήν, in the sense that it is the common property between 
the lover and the beloved,27 and this word, too, has connotations of legality and public space. 
This belief, that the erotic love between them is as permanent and static as a legal decision or 
religious ritual, is a belief in the stasis of eros. What he wants is “to enter into a system,” a 
“structure,” “a whole in which everyone has its place.”28  
                                                 
24 Both usages of this word have extant examples in the classical period. A typical example of the former 
is in Thucydides. ξυνίστορές ἐστε ὅτι οὔτε … ἀδίκως … ἐπὶ γῆν τήνδε ἤλθομεν (you are witnesses to the 
fact that we did not come upon this land unjustly; Th. 2.74). A good example of the latter is in Sophocles: 
ἐγὼ δ’ ἀπαυδῶ γ’, ᾧ θεοὶ ξυνίστορες (I forbid it thus, with the gods as my witnesses; S. Ant. 1293). The 
word is used frequently in both senses after the classical period (e.g. Vett. Val. 48.17, 43.28), showing 
that both connotations existed well after its typical use in tragedy, to which it is limited by Gow (645). 
25 Barthes’ lover too connects his amorous discourse to “secret rites, and votive actions” (163). 
26 It is worth noting that these two words occupy emphatic places in the meter: both are enjambed at the 
beginnings of pentameters. 
27 Gow 645. Gow specifies that κοινὴν, in its emphatic position, sums up what came before it. Therefore, 
it is common not between the speaker and the addressees, the night and the lamp, but rather between the 
lover and beloved. 
28 Barthes 45–46. 
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And, since the oaths are broken, this structure of stasis does not last. The final hexameter 
reads, νῦν δ᾽ ὁ μὲν ὅρκιά φησιν ἐν ὕδατι κεῖνα φέρεσθαι. This is the first line that is entirely 
dactylic, as well as the first line unbroken by punctuation. The word ὅρκια is displaced far from 
its agreeing κεῖνα, and the two verbs are located unconventionally. In this way, the more 
spondaic lines of short, punctuated, direct statements give way to a deluge of unpunctuated 
dactyls and jumbled syntax, as if the line’s very prosody were the water carrying the lover’s 
oaths away. Further, the poem begins with the lamp, the little fire of desire, and ends with the 
opposite: the overpowering flow of water. This water is an ever-changing, ever-flowing desire, 
that cannot be bound by human intervention or understanding. This connection, of flowing water 
with the unintelligible, has its origin for the Greeks with Heraclitus, who is purported to have 
said, ποταμοῖσι δὶς τοῖσι αὐτοῖσι οὐκ ἂν ἐμβαίης · ἕτερα γὰρ [καὶ ἕτερα] ἐπιρρέει ὕδατα. (“You 
could not walk in the same river twice—for different waters flow through it, even now;” 
Heraclit. 41). In other words, the stasis imposed on nature—and in this case, on eros—by human 
knowledge will never last. The river on which the beloved wrote his oaths has carried his love 
away. This idea is put more succinctly in another phrase attributed to Heraclitus in antiquity: 
πάντα ῥεῖ (“everything flows;” Pl. Cra. 402a). In Meleager’s poem, an erotic version of 
Heraclitean flow is revealed. 
This shift from stasis into flow coincides with a shift from the past into the present. The 
first two couplets have verbs only in past tenses—εἱλόμεθ᾽, ὠμόσαμεν, and εἴχετε—whereas the 
third couplet has present tense verbs—φησιν and ὁρᾷς. The last couplet begins νῦν δ᾽ ὁ μέν, 
where the νῦν signals a shift into the present, and the δ᾽ and μέν both signal a shift in the topic at 
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hand, with their combination making this shift particularly emphatic.29 The article ὁ signals the 
change as well, as it reintroduces and reemphasizes the beloved as the subject, after the beloved 
and lover, and the night and lamp, have had shared governance of plural verbs. The three aorist 
verbs before the last couplet all take their first or second person plural forms, and the plurality of 
each is achieved through a union of two singular nouns agreeing with the plural.30 Therefore, the 
last couplet is the first place where an unpaired singular subject takes a singular verb. The νῦν δ᾽ 
ὁ μέν, then, signals a significant change, both temporally and in subject matter, in quite 
fundamental aspects of the composition. And, notably, this change comes about at the moment 
when the more spondaic lines give way to dactyls, when the water carries off the erotic oaths—
when stasis dissolves into flow. 
*** 
In Philodemus AP 5.107, another set of oaths is broken,31 and a similar shift into the 
present from the past takes place. And water again finds itself aligned with flow.  
“Γινώσκω, χαρίεσσα, φιλεῖν πάλι τὸν φιλέοντα, 
     καὶ πάλι γινώσκω τόν με δακόντα δακεῖν· 
μὴ λύπει με λίην στέργοντά σε, μηδ᾽ ἐρεθίζειν 
     τὰς βαρυοργήτους σοὶ θέλε Πιερίδας.” 
ταῦτ᾽ ἐβόων αἰεὶ καὶ προὔλεγον, ἀλλ᾽ ἴσα πόντῳ 
     Ἰονίῳ μύθων ἔκλυες ἡμετέρων. 
τοιγὰρ νῦν σὺ μὲν ὧδε μέγα κλαίουσα βαΰζεις, 
     ἡμεῖς δ᾽ ἐν κόλποις ἥμεθα Ναϊάδος. 
 
                                                 
29 Δέ is most typically used as an adversative (Denniston 165), while μέν also implies a change in the 
subject being discussed (368). Because of how commonly μέν precedes δέ (167), this doubling and the 
reversal of their typical order makes the change of subject very significant. 
30 The ὠμόσαμεν takes the χὠ and ἐγώ as its subjects. εἱλόμεθ᾽, too, refers to the lover and beloved, and 
its object ὑμέας comes from the pairing of νύξ ἱερὴ and λύχνος. εἴχετε also takes the night and lamp as its 
subject. 
31 AP 5.6 by Callimachus gives yet another similar instance of broken oaths. 
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“I know, dear, to love back who loves me, and I know too to bite 
who bites me: do not upset me too much for loving you, you do not 
want to provoke the heavy-angered Muses against you.” 
Constantly I shouted these things and warned [you], but you 
heeded my words as much as the Ionian sea [heeds them]. So then 
now you bark, wailing greatly, and I sit in the lap of a Naiad. 
 
As in Meleager’s epigram AP 5.8., there is a concentration on equal exchange and reciprocity 
between the lovers, as shown in the first couplet by its pairing of verbs with their own participles 
as their objects—φιλεῖν … φιλέοντα and δακόντα δακεῖν. The lover subtly tries “to conceal the 
turbulences of his passion” by appealing to a broader ethical system which gives him the upper 
hand in his revenge.32 As in the previous poem, the speaker addresses his erotic partner, and 
asserts that he knows the rules of love.33 
But, of course, his assertion is futile: ἴσα πόντῳ | Ἰονίῳ μύθων ἔκλυες ἡμετέρων. The 
water here is not a current that distorts and carries off the oaths of the lovers. Instead, this water 
is the infinitude of the sea, the great beyond. The hetaera is like the sea—unmoved by language 
and human opinion. This water, too, is a flow. In both poems, human speech fails and deceives. 
In AP 5.8, the lovers’ swearing fails to matter—the water carries off their ὅρκια. And in AP 
5.107, it is his μύθοι that the hetaera will not listen to. And so there is a contrast between the 
static meanings of language and its failure to completely describe and predict the emotion of 
both lover and beloved. The speaker’s language and his reasoning are completely drowned out by 
the metaphorical water before him. In addition, when in the last couplet the subject turns to his 
                                                 
32 Barthes 41. 
33 The critical difference is that here a man addresses a woman, whereas in AP 5.8, although the genders 
of the erotic subject and object are not explicit, we can assume them to be the opposite, because the 
speaker is the object of love who is left behind as the lover moves on to others. And the motif of this role 
being played by the woman is perennial, as Barthes notes, “historically, the discourse of absence is 
carried on by the woman” (13). 
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beloved and addressee, she is βαΰζεις, in other words, barking like a dog. Thus, while his words 
fail against the magnitude of nature, she is also unable to communicate, and thus is taken from 
the human world and made part of the animal world. Powerless, she fades into the background.34 
This dissolving of communication is what Barthes calls déréalité (“dis-reality”), where the lover 
“cuts himself off from the world, … unrealizes it.” The signs and symbols of the erotic scenario 
(Barthes’ term is “image-repertoire”), change their value or become null. And so both the lover 
and the beloved are “exiled from the image-repertoire:”35 the lover must move on from this 
erotic discourse to another, and the beloved loses her ability to engage in human communication. 
This poem contains a shift from the past into the present at the last couplet, just like AP 
5.8. The τοιγὰρ νῦν σὺ μέν at the beginning of the last couplet strongly marks a change in both 
time and subject matter. Before the temporal shift, his words fail; afterwards, hers do. Further, 
after the τοιγὰρ νῦν, he has a new lover—a river nymph, or Naiad. The ἐν κόλποις is situated at 
the same place in the last pentameter as the same phrase is in AP 5.8, the difference being that 
whereas there, the beloved is ἐν κόλποις ἑτέρων, here, it is the speaker who has found a new lap. 
Further, he takes a Naiad as his beloved—a river nymph. And so here, after having faced the 
futility of trying to reason with love, to find a stasis in it, and having realized how water washes 
away his erotic hopes, he goes searching for eros in the water itself. The name Ναϊάς even 
derives etymologically from νάω (“to flow”).36 
The final couplet—the “now” couplet—shows the beloved fading into obscurity and 
being unable to communicate, while the lover moves on to another’s embrace. The σὺ μὲν in the 
                                                 
34As Dr. Rosenmeyer pointed out to me, the lover barking like a dog accompanied by the reference to the 
sea seems to allude to the story of Hecuba. The myth’s primary telling is in Ovid (Met. 13.536 ff.), 
although Dionysius Chrysostom notes that the lyric poets were aware of this version of the story, and so 
the epigrammatists likely were as well (33, 59). 
35 Barthes 87, 107. 
36 Beekes 993. 
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hexameter contrasts with the ἡμεῖς δ᾽ in the final pentameter, and show the two partners having 
gone their separate ways. The poem has many verbs that create a very strong sense of action 
(δακεῖν, ἐρεθίζειν, ἐβόων, κλαίουσα, βαΰζεις), yet the poem ends with the total passivity of 
ἥμεθα in the final line. This verb depicts the erotic act without any action. It depicts only the 
speaker’s situatedness, in the lap of his beloved. The lover lies with the Naiad in refuge, wearied 
by the perils of the previous tryst. The emphatic final hemistich contains only the four-syllable 
name of the new beloved, heavily emphasizing the end-point of the narrative. 
*** 
In one of the most well-known epigrams in the Garland, Callimachus AP 12.43, this 
distinction between stasis and flow is present, as is the failure of speech, despite the poem being 
nearly two centuries older than the others. For a time, there was doubt about authenticity of the 
last couplet, because of how the style differs from the former two couplets.37 Though this textual 
issue has been long since settled, and there is no doubt of the last couplet’s authenticity, these 
two sections correspond to stasis and flow. 
Ἐχθαίρω τὸ ποίημα τὸ κυκλικόν, οὐδὲ κελεύθῳ 
     χαίρω τις πολλοὺς ὧδε καὶ ὧδε φέρει· 
μισῶ καὶ περίφοιτον ἐρώμενον, οὐδ᾿ ἀπὸ κρήνης 
     πίνω· σικχαίνω πάντα τὰ δημόσια. 
Λυσανίη, σὺ δὲ ναίχι καλὸς καλός· ἀλλὰ πρὶν εἰπεῖν 
     τοῦτο σαφῶς, ἠχὼ φησί τις “Ἄλλος ἔχει.” 
 
I hate the cyclic poem, and I do not rejoice in the road that carries 
many here and there. I despise a wandering boy, and I do not drink 
from the [public] fountain. I detest all things public. But, Lysanies, 
                                                 
37 Gow 156–7. Gutzwiller (1998) 218. 
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yes, you are beautiful, beautiful. But before I can say that clearly, 
some echo says, “another possesses him.”38 
 
Before the last couplet, the poem is a list of five things that the speaker does not like, rendered in 
fluid and concise Callimachean style. The first denouncement is a poetic one. τὸ ποίημα τὸ 
κυκλικόν, or cyclic poetry, refers to the epic poetry contemporary with Callimachus that 
elaborate upon Homeric Epic.39 His next objection is to roads, and the phrase ὧδε καὶ ὧδε 
continues the theme of cyclicality. The speaker dislikes the throngs and masses on the roads—he 
wants to be an individual apart from the throngs. He wants purity and privacy. The περίφοιτον 
ἐρώμενον, who is the speaker’s third object of ire, is thematically linked with the previous line, 
since the travel of people on the communal road is likened to the habits of the lover who mixes 
with many suitors. Add, to purity and privacy, a third desire: fidelity. What begins to emerge is 
the speaker’s hatred and distrust of the entangling snares of polluting crowds and his desire for 
his beloved to be apart from them. This is what is meant by πάντα τὰ δημόσια. The ποίημα τὸ 
κυκλικόν is his example of τὰ δημόσια in poetry. This comment on poetry is relevant for stasis 
and flow because this quest towards purity is an attempt to form a stasis in the erotic narrative. 
At the end of Callimachus’ Hymn to Apollo,40 he discusses a similar juxtaposition—of bad cyclic 
                                                 
38 For textual issues concerning the punctuation and syntax of the final line, see Gow (156). 
39 Gow 155. AP 11.130. This epigram is likely in conversation with AP 11.130 of Pollianus, where a 
preference for short elegiacs over poetry that imitates Homer is expressed with less brevity than it is here. 
40 ὁ Φθόνος Ἀπόλλωνος ἐπ᾽ οὔατα λάθριος εἶπεν· | “οὐκ ἄγαμαι τὸν ἀοιδὸν ὃς οὐδ᾿ ὅσα πόντος ἀείδει.” | 
τὸν Φθόνον ὡπόλλων ποδί τ᾿ ἤλασεν ὧδέ τ᾿ ἔειπεν· | “Ἀσσυρίου ποταμοῖο μέγας ῥόος, ἀλλὰ τὰ πολλὰ | 
λύματα γῆς καὶ πολλὸν ἐφ᾿ ὕδατι συρφετὸν ἕλκει. | Δηοῖ δ᾿ οὐκ ἀπὸ παντὸς ὕδωρ φορέουσι Μέλισσαι, | 
ἀλλ᾿ ἥτις καθαρή τε καὶ ἀχράαντος ἀνέρπει | πίδακος ἐξ ἱερῆς ὀλίγη λιβὰς ἄκρον ἄωτον.” Envy said in 
secret to Apollo’s ears, “I do not admire the poet who does not sing of things as numerous as the sea.” 
Apollo repulsed Envy with his foot and said this: “The stream of the Assyrian river is great, but it drags 
upon its waters much dirt of the land and much refuse. And the bees do not carry to Deo from every 
water, but of the trickling stream that springs from a holy fountain, pure and undefiled, the very highest of 
waters.” (Translated by A. W. Mair and G. R. Mair) 
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epic and good, delicate verse.41 In yet another comparison to water, there is the same quest for 
purity that the speaker of AP 12.43 is engaging in. Apollo is not interested in the poets of the 
epic cycle. Instead, he likes the few droplets of clear water that bees choose to carry: polished 
short-form verse. The great river of cyclic poetry is much like the wandering lover. It is too 
connected to its surroundings, and it carries with it the pollution of whatever it touches: in the 
case of the river this is dirt, and in that of the beloved it is his other suitors. 
In AP 12.43, the speaker rejects the lover, who can wander with the aid of the roads, who 
is part, because of his promiscuity, of the larger structure from which the speaker attempts to 
recede. His fourth denunciation is of the fountain, which, like the epic poem, the wandering 
lover, and the road, belongs not to the individual but to the wider world.42 He does not summon 
hatred for the κρήνη as he does for the other things, and οὐδ᾿… πίνω is different than hatred, but 
in a sense is stronger than it. In the three previous cases, the verb was his emotional relation to 
the object, but here the verb is his physical relation to it (what he does—or rather what he does 
not do—with it). It is a simple prohibition to which he adheres, not an emotional expression or a 
lament. He has now put his hatred into practice, and has seemingly successfully cut himself off 
from the public. His enclosure holds, though it will soon rupture. 
Theognis expresses a similar concept in two couplets: 
ἔστε μὲν αὐτὸς ἔπινον ἀπὸ κρήνης μελανύδρου, 
     ἡδύ τέ μοί τι δόκει καὶ καλὸν εἶμεν ὕδωρ· 
νῦν δ᾽ ἤδη τεθόλωται, ὕδωρ δ᾽ ἀναμίσγεται ὕλῃ· 
     ἄλλης δὴ κρήνης πίομαι ἢ ποταμοῦ. 
 
                                                 
41 105–112. 
42 Gow 156. It is the meaning of a public fountain, from which others drink, that is understood here. 
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As long as I alone drank from the black-watered fountain, it 
seemed to me to be both sweet and good; but now already it is 
made turbid, and the water is mixed with mud: so I will drink from 
another fountain [or/than the] river (Theog. 959–62). 
 
The lines, to which Callimachus is indebted,43 show more concretely what the κρήνη stands for—
it is eros that is sweet at first, but soon is polluted with the mud of promiscuity. At the end of the 
second couplet, the speaker would seem to have successfully sealed himself off from the troubles 
of the public and the erotic. He will not wander to find a new fountain, a new beloved, as 
Theognis’ speaker does—he simply will not drink. This poem bears some structural similarity to 
Asclepiades’ introduction to his collection, but “[w]hile Asclepiades’ young lover is 
characterized by his wholehearted embrace of life’s pleasures, with the consequences be damned, 
the Callimachean persona is defined, here and elsewhere, by personal reserve, by striving after 
the refined and the exclusive.”44 Callimachus replaces Asclepiades’ hedonism with a prudish and 
self-centered longing for purity. By attempting to purify himself from the pollution of the world, 
and to live a life that will not be breached by the polluted river of τὰ δημόσια, he attempts to 
create a stasis, as the other speakers have done with their oaths and their understanding of the 
erotic realm. He attempts to seal himself off from the world’s chaos, the ever-changing world’s 
flow: the continuous flowing of the masses on the road, the endless flowing verse of the cyclic 
poet, the beloved flowing at will from one lover to the next, and the literal flowing of public 
fountain, prone to pollution.45 These are the flows against which Callimachus’ speaker constructs 
his stasis of abstinence. 
                                                 
43 Gow 156. Gutzwiller (1998) 221. 
44 Gutzwiller (1998) 219. 
45 Fantuzzi (341 ff.) discusses the way in which the epigrammatists were shocked to see erotic irrationality 
befall their fellow intellectual élites as much as it did the masses.  
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This stasis does not hold in the final couplet. Here, the impersonal description dissolves, 
at once we are transported to the symposium, in a moment of courtship.46 The language here is 
more vernacular, closer to extemporaneous speech than the previous more literary couplets—as 
exemplified by the emphatic repetition of καλός and the plain syntax. The content of the couplet 
is sudden: this is speech πρὶν εἰπεῖν | τοῦτο σαφῶς. This courtship scenario happens so quickly, 
and the beloved departs for another so quickly that he is unable to maintain the studied verse of 
the previous couplets. As in AP 5.107, speech’s ability to describe and conquer the erotic 
situation has fallen short. Callimachus’ speaker’s discourse is, in the first two couplets, “a 
smooth envelope … a very gentle glove around the loved being,” and in the last couplet, because 
of the flow, “the image alters, the envelope of devotion is ripped apart.”47 In AP 5.8, the last 
couplet marks a turn towards flow with fluid dactyls after staccato spondaic lines, and here a 
similar effect is achieved with improvised speech after studied verse. It is revealed that the 
reasoning of the previous lines has failed to comprehend the situation. The speaker’s quest for 
purity has been futile, as we learn from Echo. What has happened is what Barthes calls an 
altération, where some scenario suddenly and unexpectedly “attaches the loved object to a 
commonplace world,” and the lover is “temporarily de-fascinated.”48 
The significance of this failure, and what it says about the world of eros, is revealed in 
comparing this poem to the Theognidean couplets above. In Theognis’ lines, there are three clear 
stages to the process of the love affair: (i) in the first two lines, the water is sweet, and the love is 
good; (ii) in the third line, the water mixes with the mud; (iii) in the fourth, the speaker searches 
                                                 
46 Livingstone 68 ff. The use of καλός implies the giving of a kalos cup to the beloved at a symposium, 
which is a common act of courtship. In Barthes’ system, this is a dédicace, where the lover puts his own 
essence into the gift to the beloved, only to have it, and transitively himself, rejected (75). 
47 Barthes 28. 
48 Ibid. 25–28. 
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for a new spring, or beloved. This depiction certainly mourns the loss of love, and laments love’s 
fickleness, but it is not entirely despairing. It acknowledges both the sweetness of the initial affair 
and the existence of more springs—more beloveds—from which to drink in the future. Contrast 
this with Callimachus’ treatment of the same metaphor. Using the three stages from Theognis, 
Callimachus skips to the third stage in the first two couplets, describing an ethos of continuous 
rejection and hatred of promiscuity as a way of maintaining purity. It is not that he will not drink 
from the fountain once it is muddied, it is that he will not drink from it at all. Callimachus’ last 
couplet contains two things: (i) the rupture of his initial state of rejection, the letting in of a 
single person, Lysanies, and enjoying him, and (ii) the purity of the person being ruined, before 
he can speak about it clearly. 
 Theognis Callimachus 
 (i) Delight (i) Rejection 
 (ii) Turbidity 
Final couplet: (iii) Rejection (ii) Delight 
 (iv) Moving on (iii) Turbidity 
   
Although there is no νῦν in this poem, or similar temporal adverb, as there are in the 
previous two poems, this poem fashions a present tense and a corresponding aorist tense in a 
quite novel way. The switch into the present moment of the symposium and the courtship ritual 
bring us from the “then,” a space of abstracted universals, into the “now” of current happenings. 
In this poem, the beloved is absent until the last couplet, although he is implicitly contrasted with 
the περίφοιτον ἐρώμενον. The “then” is not the location of the beloved—it is the point of 
austerity where the desire itself is denied. And in the “now,” it is the beloved’s very presence 
that shatters this attempt to maintain composure. 
*** 
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Meleager’s AP 12.33 is another example of stasis and flow interplaying with rejection 
and purity. However, it complicates the paradigm I have described, because it is the speaker who 
abandons the beloved, rather than the other way around. Further, the previous examples have 
involved a longer establishment of the stasis, followed by a confined outburst of flow that is 
generally contained to the final couplet. Here, the shift into the state of flow, and the temporal 
shift into the present with νῦν δέ, happens in the first line. This poem is the first one of five of 
Meleager’s erotic epigrams that involve a boy named Heraclitus.49 The name choice is unusual,50 
and refers to the Ephesian philosopher.51 The four-line poem that introduces Heraclitus the 
eromenos is as follows: 
Ἦν καλὸς Ἡράκλειτος, ὅτ᾿ ἦν ποτέ· νῦν δὲ παρ᾿ ἥβην 
     κηρύσσει πόλεμον δέρρις ὀπισθοβάταις. 
ἀλλά, Πολυξενίδη, τάδ᾿ ὁρῶν, μὴ γαῦρα φρυάσσου· 
     ἔστι καὶ ἐν γλουτοῖς φυομένη Νέμεσις. 
 
Heraclitus was beautiful, whenever he was; but now, past youth, a 
screen of hide declares war on all behind-mounters. But, 
Polyxenides, seeing these things, don’t be insolently haughty; even 
on the rear there is a Nemesis growing. 
 
                                                 
49 AP 7.79, 12.33, 63, 72, 94, 256. 
50 D.L. 9.1. The other figure of this name relevant to Meleager would be Heraclitus of Halicarnassus, 
whom Diogenes Laertius refers to as an ἐλεγείας ποιητής (poet of elegy). His work does not survive. 
Callimachus was his contemporary and wrote an epitaph for him (AP 7.80), which follows Meleager’s 
epitaph to the other Heraclitus in the Greek Anthology. But Meleager’s epitaph is explicitly about the 
Ephesian, and the poems seem to have been grouped together by a later editor who conflated the poet with 
the philosopher. 
51 We know that Meleager had an interest in the philosopher, since he wrote a sepulchral poem to him (AP 
7.79). Further, if we assume that in these erotic poems, the boy stands in comparison to Heraclitus the 
philosopher, this would be the same poetic method by which Meleager treats the sculptor Praxiteles in 
two of his other erotic poems (AP 12.56, 57). Lastly, and perhaps most explicitly, when the character 
Heraclitus speaks, he speaks of the πῦρ τὸ κεραυνοβόλον (“the fire of lightning”) (AP 12.63), and 
Heraclitean thought is eminently concerned with fire and lightning (Reeve 301). 
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The first clause can be understood with two possible meanings, because the predicate of the 
second ἦν is omitted. Either the implied predicate of this ἦν is καλός, or it is Ἡράκλειτος. The 
former results in the sense of “beautiful was Heraclitus, whenever he was [beautiful],” the latter 
in the sense of “beautiful was Heraclitus, whenever he was [Heraclitus]” (in other words, 
“beautiful was Heraclitus, whenever [Heraclitus] existed”). After this sentence, νῦν δέ signals a 
temporal shift, and it becomes evident that the predicate καλός is implied.52 But before this turn, 
the meaning is ambiguous. The aging boy either loses his beauty or his identity. As mentioned 
earlier, the reception of Heraclitus among later generations in antiquity put much emphasis on 
his notion that everything flows (Pl. Cra. 402a). Everything is changing, and so trying to 
maintain an object’s permanence is always doomed to failure. This idea is exemplified in 
Heraclitus’ fragment about the rivers, included earlier. Meleager implies that a thing’s essence 
cannot be comprehended by knowing a set of qualities ascribed to it, since these qualities are not 
permanent. The line conflates the identity of the boy with a quality of the boy—his beauty. When 
the boy loses the quality of beauty, it is unclear whether he loses his identity as well. 
What is clear is that the boy loses his place in the sexual relationship because he loses his 
beauty. In the second line, it is implied that the sagging flesh of Heraclitus’ buttocks, or perhaps 
his body hair,53 discourages the speaker and others from courting him. As a result, the harmony 
of the old relationship dissolves into imagery of warfare in the second line: the hide defending 
against invaders contrasts sharply with the generic love imagery from the first line.54 Eros pushes 
                                                 
52 The implied word must be καλός, since the boy’s declining appearance causes his suitors to pursue him 
no longer. 
53 Clack 88, Gow 656. 
54 This, too, is Heraclitean—the sense that the flow resolves into a conflict. For example, πόλεμος, he 
says, πάντων μὲν πατήρ ἐστι πάντων δὲ βασιλεύς (“War is the father and king of all things;” Heraclit. 
53). 
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one to the conclusion that one’s identity, or one’s essence, is unstable, because of the naturally 
unstable nature of erotic love, and the inevitable process of aging.55 
There is a contrast, via νῦν δέ, between the “then,” in the past, when the beloved was a 
viable option for sex, and the “now,” when he is lamentably not. The speaker, situated in the 
“now,” implicitly warns the boy to take advantage of the blossom of youth before the inevitable 
Νέμεσις of time pollutes it, in an attitude similar to the traditional carpe diem form.56 In each 
poem, the lover laments the loss of love with time, and longs for its return. Heraclitus, as he once 
was, is trapped in that unreachable past-tense of the “then.” He has been left behind, seemingly 
for good, and the speaker warns that Polyxenides will fall to the same fate. The speaker is already 
aware of the flow that spells the end of eros, and so he warns Polyxenides with the example of 
Heraclitus. 
*** 
My final poem exhibits significant differences from the former four. First, there is no 
motion into the present from the past. Further, there is no motion of stasis into flow. However, 
Philodemus AP 5.120 has been included in our discussion because in both paradigms, time in the 
poem moves in a symmetrical and opposite way. 
Καὶ νυκτὸς μεσάτης τὸν ἐμὸν κλέψασα σύνευδον 
     ἦλθον καὶ πυκινῇ τεγγομένη ψακάδι· 
τοὔνεκ᾽ ἐν ἀπρήκτοισι καθήμεθα, κοὐχὶ λαλεῦντες 
     εὕδομεν ὡς εὕδειν τοῖς φιλέουσι θέμις; 
                                                 
55 Greek pederasty constructed its roles around an older man’s assuming a position of dominance over a 
young man or boy (Dover 100). The boy can assume this role because of his physical features, his κάλλος. 
His appearance (and his age) establishes the expectations for his passive behavior. The boy in this poem is 
losing his beauty, and thus loses his position in this erotic hierarchy. In Aristotelian terms, the boy’s εἶδος 
has been altered, and so changes his τέλος as a result (Arist. Ph. 194b.). In this way, the boy’s identity has 
been altered—and yet, the boy remains the same person, hence the double reading of the first line. 
56 Archetypal examples of this form from earlier eras of Greek poetry include Alcaeus fr. 38a, and 
Heracles’ speech (779–802) in Euripides’ Alcestis. 




Even in the middle of the night, stealing away from my husband, I 
came, even though I was soaked by thick rain. And so do we sit 
idle, not talking, nor do we go to bed, as lovers ought to go to 
bed?57 
 
A woman, leaving her husband, finds herself in a dull and anticlimactic affair with another man. 
Her husband is called her σύνευδον: the one with whom she shares her bed. This emphasizes the 
social roles that they each must play.58 It brings attention to the familiar space of the bedroom, 
and the familiar activity of nightly marital sleep. It sets as the speaker’s initial location as the 
world of familiarity and convention, and this world she departs. In addition, in the first couplet, 
νυκτὸς μεσάτης and πυκινῇ τεγγομένη ψακάδι both signal that the speaker is leaving the world 
of convention. Νυκτὸς μεσάτης signals the poem’s setting in the erotic night world, which we 
see in Meleager’s AP 5.8 discussed previously, and which is a common motif in erotic 
epigrams.59 The night is the archetypal world from which eros arises, and is a time of 
unrestrained passion, and when characters disregard social convention: it is a time of flow.60 And 
once again, the flow is accompanied with some variety of water. Here, it is rain. The combination 
of night and rain that challenges our speaker here is similar to the combination of snow, 
darkness, clouds, and lightning in Asclepiades AP 5.64. 
Νεῖφε, χαλαζοβόλει, ποίει σκότος, αἶθε κεραυνούς, 
     πάντα τὰ πορφύροντ᾽ ἐν χθονὶ σεῖε νέφη· 
                                                 
57 Edited from the Paton translation. 
58 It is comparable to the Homeric word ἄλοχος, and its derivation from λέχος. 
59 The νύξ serves this purpose in AP 5.164–7, 189, 191, 12.50, 116, 125, and 137. All these poems, with 
the exception of the anonymous AP 12.116, are by either Meleager or Asclepiades. Thus this usage is an 
Asclepiadian trope that Meleager developed. The only other author that uses it is Philodemus, in the poem 
(AP 5.120) currently being discussed. 
60 For a discussion of how night in Epigram is a time of erotic passion and truth becoming revealed,  see 
Gutzwiller (2015, 249ff.). 
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ἢν γάρ με κτείνῃς, τότε παύσομαι· ἢν δέ μ᾽ ἀφῇς ζῆν, 
     κἂν διαθῇς τούτων χείρονα, κωμάσομαι. 
ἕλκει γάρ μ᾽ ὁ κρατῶν καὶ σοῦ θεός, ᾧ ποτε πεισθείς, 
     Ζεῦ, διὰ χαλκείων χρυσὸς ἔδυς θαλάμων. 
 
Snow! Hail! Bring darkness! Flash lightning! Make all your 
lowering clouds rumble upon the earth! If you kill me, then I will 
stop; but if you let me live, though you inflict things worse than 
these on me, I will revel. For the god who draws me on is your 
master too, Zeus; once, in obedience to him, you slipped as gold 
into a bronze bedchamber.61 
 
In both poems, the natural conditions beget a situation of isolation from the erotic for the 
speaker. But whereas Asclepiades’ speaker is confident in his victory over the elements in the 
pursuit of his tryst, Philodemus’ speaker cannot attain a respite from her isolation, though she 
successfully fights through the rain. She is leaving where she is supposed to be, and she arrives at 
her lover’s room in spite of nature herself discouraging her.  
Further, in both poems, the gods enter in the final line. Asclepiades’ speaker invokes 
Zeus, while Philodemus’ speaker invokes θέμις, which is derived from the gods. Asclepiades’ 
speaker is confident that Zeus will allow deliverance from his erotic loneliness, and allow his 
erotic encounter to succeed. Philodemus’ speaker is in a quite different situation. The two 
adulterous lovers sit ἐν ἀπρήκτοισι—their erotic narrative not being able to come to fruition 
since the hoped-for sexual consummation does not occur. And so she invokes the θέμις of 
lovers—θέμις, in all its divine connotations, is on her side, she says. The ways and the customs 
(of lovers, in this case) have been ordained and must be adhered to. She is disappointed because 
                                                 
61 Edited from Paton’s translation. 
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of the differences between her expectations and reality. She was dissatisfied with the world that 
marital life had given her. But she hoped that by stealing out from that world and finding a new 
place beyond it, a place of eros, she could escape her isolation. She had come through the flow of 
the night world, seeking refuge in with a new σύνευδος, and had hoped that through the 
successful culmination of the erotic narrative, she could find a new stasis there. But she cannot, 
or has not yet. 
The frequent use of derivatives of εὕδειν help to depict the juxtaposition between this 
expectation and reality. I already noted this usage with regard to her characterization of her 
husband, but the two usages of εὕδειν in the last line bring this further to the fore. Since we have 
the present active followed directly after by the same verb’s infinitive, even the syntax represents 
a dichotomy between the abstract form of the action of sleeping, and the specific instance in 
which they are partaking in the present moment. εὕδειν comes to mean two things that are 
opposite: they can sleep the sleep of lovers (i.e., have sex), or they can just sleep. The whole 
quatrain addresses him directly, the lover who will not give the evening its customary 
dénouement, and thus the speaker plays with the subtleties of the meaning of εὕδειν to signal her 
desires to him. This paradigm is similar to what I discussed in the Meleager’s Heraclitus poem,62 
in that there is interplay between the conventional meaning of language, and its implications in 
the context. The static meaning of εὕδειν confines the speakers to the un-erotic, but in its implied 
meaning, its meaning that flows (in the sense that it is a meaning that changes based on and 
depends on the situation), evokes the erotic. Similarly, they are not speaking to each other 
either.63 λαλέω in this context, we can imagine, refers to the “pillow talk” before or after sex. By 
                                                 
62 AP 12.33. 
63 Although there is an ambiguity as to what specifically the κοὐχὶ can be applied to, it is reasonable to 
treat the κοὐχὶ as a conjunction functionally, with the meaning of “without.” 
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not conversing in this way, they are not engaging with the idiomatic dialect from which various 
shades of erotic meaning can be deduced, and in which εὕδειν can mean sex. Thus, she, having 
departed from her prescribed social position in her marriage bed, attempts to find a new stasis in 
the θέμις of lovers. But it eludes her, because she has already ventured far into the flow of night. 
When the gulf of time between lover and beloved extends into the future, the lover longs 
for his or her erotic desire to be fulfilled, waits for the beloved to finally come to him or her, and 
in many cases laments the fact that the beloved never will. Here, in the present, the lover is 
sitting, unfulfilled, ἐν ἀπρήκτοισι. The gulf between present and future is not so easy to notice, 
since there is no temporal marker, but the poem can divide quite easily into three temporal units. 
First, there is the past—the first couplet whose main verb is the aorist ἦλθον. Secondly, there is 
the present—the second and final couplet, where the lovers are sitting. The third part, the future, 
exists as an implication of the fact that the last couplet is staged as a question, and the fact that 
the ending ὡς εὕδειν τοῖς φιλέουσι θέμις depicts a contrafactual that the lover wishes to happen, 
in the immediate future. This first part, although it is in the past by its tense, could be called part 
of the “now,” because the “then” I treat as specifically the moment that contains the beloved. Her 
frustration with the Now is drawn out and intensified by the lover’s proximity and, as she longs 
for her expected erotic narrative to be fulfilled, she looks into the immediate future of the rest of 
the night, into the ambiguous hypothetical of the infinitive εὕδειν posed as a question. She wants 
a simple ending. Will it come? We (and she) do not know—yet. 
*** 
The paradigm I have described here is not unique to these poems. These five poems 
demonstrate clearly the way that stasis and flow interact, and the way that they intersect with 
time. However, even within these five poems, the complications from the standard laid out in the 
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introduction are notable and numerous, especially in the last two poems discussed, these four 
elements come to be manipulated in more complicated ways. Meleager (AP 5.8) gives us our 
standard, where stasis dissolves into flow as the “then” moves into the “now.” Philodemus (AP 
5.107) is similar in form to the previous one, but the genders of the speaker and the loved other 
are reversed, and the flow comes from the vast profundity of the sea and its ability to overpower 
human language, instead of from a figurative flow of water. Callimachus (AP 12.43) shows this 
paradigm’s existence in the early Hellenistic period, demonstrates how “now” and “then” can 
function in the poem without explicit temporal markers, and shows stasis rooted in a notion of 
broader societal purity. Meleager (AP 12.33) shows a speaker already aware of the flow and 
seeming stasis of eros, using it against a non-compliant boy to show him angrily that his erotic 
glory will not last. And finally, Philodemus (AP 5.120) shows a speaker in the grips of flow, 
attempting to reinvent a stasis by means of θέμις. 
Finding other erotic epigrams that do similar things with similar elements is not hard: 
Callimachus (AP 5.6) has a loss of eros that comes about οὐ λόγος οὐδ᾽ ἀριθμός (“neither 
understood nor ranked”),64 and has a νῦν δέ at the beginning of its last couplet. Asclepiades (AP 
5.167) shows the natural world rebelling against the lover as in Philodemus (AP 5.107), and 
Asclepiades (AP 5.7) shows a relinquished lover attempting to see the world set right by finding 
a divine ally in the erotic setting, as in Philodemus (AP 5.120). Further, this pattern can be 
expanded to other genres, time periods, and cultures. Similar features appear (though not in this 
specific way) in Barthes’ analysis, which is mainly informed by Werther, Proust, and Goethe, 
and in Carson’s, informed by archaic lyric, specifically Sappho. But what I have argued in this 
paper is that this motif is at home in these Hellenistic poets, and epigrammatists in particular, 
                                                 
64 The rather contextual translation here I have edited from the Paton translation. 
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since they innovate the internal world of emotions far beyond their predecessors.65 By using the 
Barthes and the Carson, I show that they have innovated towards depictions of eros in modernity. 
  
                                                 
65 Skinner 116ff. 
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